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Blitzkrieg was not free of judgement and depictions of war ‘through enemy eyes’ proved largely
accurate, if more in spirit than historical nuance. However, cancelled after five issues, readers it
seemed did not want such stories for the reasons some letter writers expressed. Seen in this way,
Blitzkrieg challenged the erroneous notion of an ‘ordinary enemy’ in which individual soldiers could be
disentangled from the Third Reich’s genocidal project. And on its letter page, while failing to challenge
this myth directly, its enduring appeal and attendant cultural attitudes were exposed, at least among
some of the title’s readership.

How did comics letter columns work to establish comics as an
adult medium?

David BeardBea , Professor of Rhetoric at the University of Minnesota Duluth.

In Savage Sword of Conan #12 (June 1976), reader
Richard Guion exclaims that “Conan has raised the
literary content of comics!” Letters like Guion’s, and the
letters pages generally, from Marvel’s 1970s-era Conan
the Barbarian (CtB) and related comics were the space
where Marvel asserted the sophisticated, adult quality of
such  comics. These paratexts were edited to create the
impression that Conan continues the literary tradition
established by Conan’s creator, Robert E. Howard. They
also created the impression that Conan was bringing the
sword-and-sorcery tradition into the present by
responding to questions raised by feminism. Letter
columns conditioned how readers read Conan, and so
attempted to advance the transformation of public
perception of comics from a kid’s medium toward an
adult medium.

Many letters justify the merit of Conan comics by appealing to its literary origins. A letter from “Glen
Lord, literary executor of the Howard estate” appears in CtB#2 (December 1970) expressing regret
that “Howard didn’t live to see his literary creation achieve its present popularity.” In the same issue,
reader Don Thompson evaluates Roy Thomas among the Conan creators: “You can hold your head
up when compared to others who have written of Conan since Howard killed himself in 1936. You are
not as good as Sprague de Camp, but the other imitators have fared worse than you.” These letters
frame the Conan comics as inheritors of a literary tradition, and in turn this speaks to their perceived
quality.

Often, the comics’ merit was demonstrated by the literary reputation of the letter writers. The third
issue of Savage Sword of Conan (SSoC) included a letter from Harlan Ellison (described as a “sf
author and editor, screen and TV scripter”). Ellison wrote in often. In CtB #2, after his letter, editors
describe him as a writer who “collects Hugo and Nebula awards.”   By implication: if a creator of
Ellison’s merit reads Conan, surely, the book must be special. Other literary figures writing letters
include Bob Weinburg, author of The Weird Tales Story (1977, reprinted in 1999 by Wildside Press) in
SSoC #5 (April 1975).
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Eventually, the Conan comics began to win their own literary acclaim. In SSoC #10 (February 1976),
David Sutton writes to inform Marvel that Savage Sword won the August Derleth Award from the
British Fantasy Society for best comic.

At the same time that Marvel was leveraging Conan’s literary antecedents to assert its quality, those
antecedents were being seriously interrogated as masculinist. In pulp fiction, women characters were
often reducible to problematic tropes: as sex objects, as victims, as damsels in distress, as prizes for
masculine feats. While the Conan comics were (and often still are) sexist and masculinist, the letters
create the sense that the comic book reinvention of Conan included awareness of female
representation. In SSoC #4 (February 1975), reader Charles Saunders writes in to evaluate “Conan’s
Women Warriors” by Fred Blosser, an article which appeared in SSoC #1. Saunders notes that
Blosser does not reference characters Queen Nzinga or Gamburu. Saunders, sensitive to both
gender and race, asks, “Was it because Queen Nzinga was black?” (Marvel did not exclude those
characters for any notable racist or sexist reasons but because they only held license to characters
created by Howard, and Nzinga was created by L. Sprague de Camp and Lin Carter.) While the pulp
source material reveled in stereotypes, the comics used the letter pages to demonstrate awareness of
the politics of race and gender.

Discussions of Red Sonja (who existed within the Conan
comics universe when initially published by Marvel but is
not a Robert E. Howard creation) further address gender
representation. Reader Jeff Brown admits that
cheesecake sells in Savage Sword of Conan #3
(December 1974),   “What good is a magazine that
doesn’t sell?”  Nonetheless, Brown exhorts the creators
to give us a Sonja with “a   frame” who is “a dangerous
person.”  In artist Roy Krenkel, he finds a Sonja who is “a
hard bitten and entirely capable-looking warrior woman.” 
In artists John Buscema and Pablo Marcos, Sonja had
“vitality and muscle.”   Hypersexualization may sell
magazines, but Brown exhorts the artists to do better.
Furthermore, Marvel uses the letters to assert that just
publishing Red Sonja comics works against the sexist
limitations of both genre comics and its source material.
In Marvel Feature vol. 2, #6 (September 1976), a comic
starring Red Sonja, a letter from the Anderson family
(Matthew, Ted, Rebecca, Amy, Ann, and Dick)
congratulates Marvel for “a comic telling about a woman instead of the usual hero, a man.”   The
editors reply that “There’ve been way too few comics devoted to super-heroines,” using the paratext of
the letter to assert that they are bucking the trends.

If you read the letter columns when you bought a 1970s Marvel Conan comic, you bought
membership into a community of critical thinkers and literary giants. You bought participation in a fifty-
year literary tradition. And you bought work critically engaging the limitations of that tradition in light of
contemporary reconsiderations of gender. In this way, the letter columns reframed the comics as more
than kid stuff.
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